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NOTE ON THE ROOTS OF f(z) = J0{z) - iJ\{z)*

By

A. D. RAWLINS

Brunei University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK

Abstract. An elementary proof is given which shows that f(z) has no zeros in the

upper half plane.

Introduction. In a recent paper, Synolakis [1] gave a numerical "proof' that f(z)

has no zeros in the upper half plane. His proof used the principle of the argument

on a closed semicircular contour in the upper half plane. This requires asymptotic

analysis and manipulation of inequalities on the circular arc of the contour. On the

real axis his "proof' required the numerical evaluation of an integral to obtain a

bound. We shall present here a more direct elementary analytic proof.

Theorem, /(z) = J${z) - iJ\{z) has no zeros for Imz > 0.

Proof. We can write

f(z) = J0(z)

i [2]

J i (z)

Mz)\
and using the result (Erdelyi [2] (p. 61 (3)))

OO

'«<*> "2zS(z2"'Lr

where yo,„ are the real zeros of Jq{z) = 0, we have

f(z) = J0(z) , 1 1
l +1 / ( 1 

frf Vz - yo.n z + 7o.«

Since Jq{z) and J\(z) have no zeros in common, Erdelyi [2], then the zeros of f(z)

are the zeros of the term in the square bracket of the above expression, viz

i+/£,f-% + s+yo'n
' \ 7 — Vr\ .. 2n=| ,2 - yo.nV 12 + 7o,n|2

Taking the real part this gives

Re[- • • ] = 1 + Im(z)y fT !—^ + t 1—
^llz -yo.nl2 \2 +yo.nl2 j
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which cannot possibly vanish for Im( z) > 0. Hence f(z) cannot vanish for Im(z)

> 0.
Finally we remark that Synolakis' numerical proof can be made an analytic proof

by proving that
(,J\{x)/x)dx 71

-i
J —C Jo(x)-iJx{x) 2'

Synolakis evaluated this integral numerically to give 1.57069. He conjectured that

its exact value was n/2. Here we shall prove the truth of this conjecture.

We can write

Ji(x)Jq(x) dx _ fN Ji(x)J0(x)dx

I o x(Jq{x) + J?(x))'
I = 2 f J^x)JoMdx = ]im 2 [

Jo x(J$(x) + Jf{x)) V-oo J0

Now it is not difficult to show (using Jq(x) = -J\(x), and /J(x) = Jo(x) - J\(x)/x)

that
iLtan-i ZZlW) = i _ J\(x)Jq{x)
dx \Mx)J x(J$(x) + Jj{x))'

Hence

/ . am 2 f {1 - ' U _ Km 2 (iV - ,an"> (W-
N-*oo J0 dx \J0{X)J ) N-.00 1 \MN)

= Jim 2 jjV - tan"1 [tan (TV - |) + OfAT1)] }

Km 2{AT-(jV-5) + OCAr-')}
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